
LIFE IN THE 
KHATA CORRIDOR

CATCH UP WITH KALIKA, HER CUBS AND THE 
CORRIDOR’S OTHER BIG CAT RESIDENTS

TigersY O U R  U P D AT E

NEW HOPE FOR 
INDIA’S TIGERS

EAT FOR YOUR WORLD
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You’ve helped fund further camera trap monitoring,  
revealing more about Kalika and her growing triplets

alika’s stripy triplets are around six months 
old now and growing fast. At this age tiger 
cubs can eat meat and no longer rely on their 

mother’s milk, but they still need mum to catch 
their dinner! Thankfully, Kalika seems to be a 
skilled huntress. In one of the camera trap photos 
she’s carrying a wild pig back to her hungry brood. 
 
 
Wild tigers typically hunt at night, and can travel 
up to 12 miles to find prey. Their soft toe pads help 
them walk silently through the forest, but only 
one in 10 hunts may be successful, which makes 
the habitat restoration work you support in Khata 
corridor really crucial. Healthy grasslands and 
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her movements to just four areas while she raises 
her cubs, and she’s being fiercely protective 
towards them. Unfortunately, this has caused 
some issues with local people. 
 
 
Communities living in the corridor often visit 
the forest to gather firewood and fodder for their 
animals. They risk coming into contact with tigers 
and other wildlife, and one group recently came 
across Kalika and her family. The tigress behaved 
quite aggressively, protecting her cubs. So for two 
months, the community forest user group decided 
not to enter that part of the forest.

With your support, we’ll keep monitoring  
Kalika and her fellow tigers in the corridor, and 
continue working with local communities to help 
prevent conflict with wildlife. Thank you.
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forests can mean plentiful prey numbers and they 
give tigers better cover when hunting.

Thanks to you, we’ve recently restored two 
important wetlands used by tigers and their 
prey. Footage from the camera traps shows 
that the big cats and their wild neighbours 
are making the most of their newly-renovated 
surroundings, which is really good news.  
We’ve also removed some invasive plants 
that were threatening to take over an area of 
grassland in the corridor. 

The next 18 months or so will be really 
important for Kalika’s cubs. They’ll be  
watching her closely, learning hunting and  
other crucial skills to survive in the wild.  
If all goes well, they’ll leave Kalika to find 
their own territories at around two years old. 
Meanwhile, Kalika seems to have limited  

12-18 
MONTHS

K
TIGERS CAN KILL 
THEIR OWN PREY  
AT 12-18 MONTHS 
OF AGE, WHEN 
THEY  
GET THEIR 
PERMANENT  
CANINE  
TEETH 

TIGER TALLY

STEALTHY STALKERS

CLOSE ENCOUNTER

T I G E R S

       THANKS TO YOU, WE’VE  
RECENTLY RESTORED TWO IMPORTANT 
WETLANDS USED BY TIGERS AND  
THEIR PREY

COMPILED BY  
MAYA YOGI OF THE KHATA 
CORRIDOR PROJECT, WHICH  
YOU SUPPORT

 YOUR FIELD
REPORT

fter studying all the images, we identified six female and 
five male tigers from the unique stripe patterns on their 

coats. Male tiger T10, who we suspect could be the father of 
Kalika’s cubs, showed up in two parts of her territory, while 
another male, tiger T24, showed up in one. 

We found new photos of females Khairipothi and Shahipur  
Pothi too, but neither had new cubs with them. Khairipothi is 
currently sharing her territory with males T24 and T30,  
who were previously following Kalika. Could we soon  
have more new cubs in the corridor? Let’s hope so!

A

We set up camera traps in 37 locations, and they 
recorded 11 magnificent adult tigers

Main: Kalika carries  
dinner home to her family

Insets left and centre:  
Kalika’s triplet cubs

Inset right: Wetlands  
like this are used by tigers  
and their prey

Magnificent  
tiger T10 still shares 
Kalika’s territory
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SETTING  
THE STANDARD
CA|TS has seven 
conservation 
management 
pillars, followed by 
17 elements and 
associated criteria  
for effective 
management of tiger 
conservation areas 
 
To gain CA|TS  
approved status, the 
tiger site must go 
through a tough  
system of self-
assessments and 
independent reviews, 
leading to approval 
by a national and 
then international 
committee. The site 
is judged on a wide 
range of conservation 
measures, including 
habitat and prey 
management, 
addressing conflict 
between tigers and 
local people, and 
involving and  
engaging with local 
communities.

PREMIER LEAGUE

THE PILLARS 

 

 

IMPORTANCE AND STATUS 
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HABITAT MANAGEMENT 
 
 

TIGER POPULATIONS

BY DEMONSTRATING STANDARDS IN KEY TIGER SITES, INDIA IS  
PROVING ITS COMMITMENT TO PROTECTING WILD TIGERS

CA|TS stands for Conservation Assured 
Tiger Standards – a set of standards 
and criteria we and our partners helped 
develop for the conservation and effective 
management of tiger sites. Achieving these 
standards can significantly improve the 
chances of tigers thriving, making CA|TS 
key to our crucial mission to help double 
wild tiger numbers between 2010 and 2022, 
the next Chinese Year of the Tiger.  
 
 
In 2017, Lansdowne Forest Division in the 
Terai Arc Landscape became India’s first  
forest area (and the third forest area in the 
world) to make the coveted CA|TS grade. 
Ramnagar Forest Division of Uttarakhand, 

also in the Terai Arc Landscape,  
achieved approved CA|TS status a year 
later, and now we’re hoping another  
key wild tiger site will follow suit. 

Our WWF colleagues in India have  
been working with staff at Haldwani 
Forest Division in Uttarakhand, 
helping them to apply CA|TS standards. 
Haldwani Forest Division lies next 
to the world-renowned Corbett Tiger 
Reserve and is home to around 20 wild 
tigers. We’ve supported tiger monitoring 
efforts here, and the population has been 
steadily increasing since 2014.  
By helping them work towards 
approved CA|TS status, we aim to boost  
Haldwani’s tiger numbers further. J
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EAT FOR 
YOUR WORLD

WHAT WE EAT NOT ONLY AFFECTS OUR OWN HEALTH,  
IT ALSO IMPACTS THE ENVIRONMENT. FOOD PRODUCTION IS  
THE LEADING CAUSE OF GLOBAL DEFORESTATION,  
AND IT ACCELERATES CLIMATE CHANGE  
AND LOSS OF WILDLIFE.  
HERE ARE FOUR WAYS YOU CAN  
REDUCE YOUR OWN FOOD  
FOOTPRINT.
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As well as helping to safeguard   
tigers, you support our other  
vital work to help protect our  
beautiful planet and its wildlife.  
Thank you.
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Globally, a third of all 
food is wasted, but  
you can prevent 
this at home by only 
buying what you need, 
finding recipes to use  
up ingredients and 
choosing cheaper ‘ugly 
veg’. It may not look as 
perfect but it’s  
just as good  
for you!

WASTE 
LESS FOOD

Better choose local 
produce to reduce 
carbon footprint.

CHECK THE 
SOURCE

Lots of animal feed contains imported soy  
grown on deforested land abroad, giving 
animal products such as meat and  
dairy a big carbon footprint.  
Beans, peas and nuts are healthy  
and low-carbon sources of protein.

EAT MORE PLANTS
Fresh, seasonal vegetables are likely 
to be cheaper and grown  
in a non-intensive,  
more natural  
way – helped by  
sunshine, not  
artificial methods.

EAT WITH THE SEASONS


